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The new Schneider promotional retractable ballpoint pen Skyton in many colours

Skyton combines design and sustainability with the graduated push button and tip. It is refillable for a long service
life and is produced climate neutrally with green electricity. With its variety of 10 transparent and 6 opaque
colours, the Skyton ballpoint pen offers a wide range of style options to broadly reflect personality and taste. With
the ingenious Mix & Match principle, all colours of clip sleeve, upper part and tip can be combined with each
other, making the Skyton wonderfully changeable into an individual and long-lasting advertising ambassador.

The minimum quantity is 1000 pieces, from 10,000 pieces Schneider even offers special barrel colours on
request. Several printing areas are available for screen printing, pad printing or digital printing and offer ample
space for sustainable advertising.

Like the product itself, the imprinting is also manufactured by Schneider in Germany. The product is of high
quality, the materials are carefully selected. The original ballpoint pen is equipped with the popular Schneider
refill 774 M.
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The ballpoint pen Skyton combines design and sustainability with the graduated push button and tip.
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Schneider's new promotional ballpoint pen Skyton is produced climate neutrally with green electricity.
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Schneider's promotional retractable ballpoint pen Skyton offers a wide range of style options to broadly reflect
personality and taste.
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The Schneider promotional retractable ballpoint pen Skyton is wonderfully changeable into an individual and
long-lasting advertising ambassador.
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From 10,000 pieces Schneider even offers special barrel colours on request for the ballpoint pen Skyton.
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The new Schneider promotional retractable ballpoint pen Skyton ensures a long-lasting impact of advertising
messages.
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The new Schneider promotional retractable ballpoint pen Skyton can be screen printed, pad printed or digital
printed and offers ample space for sustainable advertising.
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The new Schneider promotional retractable ballpoint pen Skyton is of high quality, the materials are carefully
selected. The original ballpoint pen is equipped with the popular Schneider refill 774 M.
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